
  Montreal,  

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

     Re: Application for the position of interior design  

       

     Am an experience designer and Offering my services to any  

     Design, no matter how hard the position is, I always 

     Accomplish the task as it is expected of me.  

       

      

     My intelligence will be an asset to the company, joining any  

     Forward -thinking and prestige company with a very  distinct 

     reputation would be Very exciting to be in the team. 

 

     As a graduate of Inter-Dec college, with an emphasis in Interior 

     Architecture and design, I have developed strong skills  

     In Drafting, AutoCAD and most innovative 3d aspect of  

     Design which is 3dsmax and adapt to any kind of software  

     Available related to design. In conclusion my work experience 

     Skills is what the market wants and also I understand  

     How a business work. I can perform under pressure and  

     Demonstrate a high degree of initiative and judgment. 

     Although the enclosed resume provides a fine summary of my  

     Background and experience, I would like to have the pleasure to 

     Meet with you personally to examine and discuss my  

     Qualifications. 

 

    Thank you for your consideration. I look forward for an interview  

    With You. I will contact you in a few days, but by then if you have  

    Any questions you can contact me at 514 586-4941. 

      

     Sincerely, 

     Sydney poku ampratwum 

     2025 Elmhurst apt #205 

     Montréal, Québec H4B 1Y2 

     514 586-4941/ ampsidtkk@yahoo.com 

     ATT: Resume and portfolio 
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Sydney Poku Ampratwum 

    2025 Elmhurst apt # 205 

    Montreal, Quebec H4B 1Y2 

      514 586-4941/ ampsidtkk@yahoo.com 

 

  Objective: 

                  As an interior architectural designer I’m able to use 

my talents to design challenging concepts that will enhance 

the. 

 

 

      LANGUAGES skills:  

                           English, French 

      Computer skills:  

 mac products / Microsoft products 

 excel      

 Autocad         

 3dsmax   

 photoshop    

 and I adapt to any software related to design     

    Skills summary   

 

 Design and organize space           

 Commercial space and design  

 Team player, open minded to all new innovative ideas, 

willing to learn                 

 Residential space and design 

 Architectural design / lighting      

 Project manager  

 Budgeting and communicating skills 
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        Education: 

        Attestation of collegial studies (AEC) in Interior design                   

         Inter-Dec College, Montreal                             2010………. 

                                            

        Attestation of collegial studies (AEC) in graphic design                          
              Adisadel College , Ghana                                 2000-2003      

  

 

        WORK EXPERIENCE: 

 

      Freelance:      

 Drafting in(2D/3D) sketches and autocad  

 Rendering  

 Site survey  

 

 

Customer service representative        2009….                               

American Express, Montreal 

 

 Dealing with clients  

 Working with chartered accounts 

 Dealing with bankruptcy  

 ACCOUNT DETAILS 

 Working with computers ( CSP ) credit system 

processor program) 

 Nominee :   Won best award for attitude and 

customer  support/BEST QUALITY 

 

           

            

 

 

                  

Portfolio and reference furnished upon request 

 


